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Abstract

This article discusses disaster in the viewpoint of religion and local wisdom of Bali. In Balinese 
culture, between the bhuana agung and bhuana alit have an integralistic relationship. Whatever 
happens in the bhuana agung, has a direct relationship with bhuana alit - and vice versa. All 
kinds of ritual activities undertaken by Hindus in Bali to glorify and maintain cosmic balance 
are based on the emergence of a human consciousness centered on nature (cosmos). This is 
where ecocentrism comes into being. All human religious expressions are oriented towards the 
cosmos - purifying mountains, lakes, forests, and seas. In phenomenological perspective, the 
intentionality of human-centered consciousness of nature has shaped the beliefs and culture 
of Balinese society. Disaster awareness also emerges from this pattern. Balinese people use 
natural signs to explain the occurrence of the disaster. At least, this is implied in some texts, 
especially Roga Sangara Bumi, Bhama Kertih and Lebur Gangsa.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Remember the disaster that devastated Bali in 1963? Mount Agung which is located in 
Karangasem erupted again - can be said to be quite heavy. It was smoldering smoke and 
storming the slopes. The lava was carried away by the water sweeping the river valleys, 
heading to the sea and destroying the fields. The ashes cover most of the island. The quake 
rocked the island of Bali.

The death and destruction figures are published vary, but at least 1,200 people died, thousands 
of charred animals, seventeen villages were swept away, more than fifty thousand acres of 
land were not functioning. At least this is the record of David J. Stuart Fox, a Dutch researcher 
in his book Pura Besakih: Temple, Religion, and Society in Bali. One interesting thing at that 
time: Hindus in Bali are carrying out the great ceremony of Eka Dasa Rudra in Pura Besakih.

History was repeated. The mountain, known as Tohlangkir, shows signs of eruption at the end 
of 2017. The dark story of the 1963 eruption builds the historical image of Balinese society. 
Fear, panic, despair enveloped the people who were under the slopes of Mount Agung. Until 
early 2018, signs of the eruption of Mount Agung are still visible, though not as great as the 
eruption of 1963.

For the Balinese, the catastrophic eruption of Mount Agung is not a coincidence - there is 
widespread belief that the eruption marked the gods’ fury on the Mountain. Moreover, in the 
eruptions of Mount Agung before, also associated with the anger of the gods against the ruler of 
the earth. The events of natural disasters are not only considered something that just happens 
naturally, but there is cause for ‘liyan’ which invites the anger of the god of the mountain ruler, 
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resulting in disaster. The causes are varied; it could be due to the absence of ritual for the 
rulers of the mountain, or because of political turmoil in the downstream.

It can be said, in the local beliefs - especially Hindus in Bali at the time, the chaos that humans 
do could have an impact on the chaos of the universe, and vice versa. It is at this point 
that human consciousness is centered on the nature (especially on mountains). This mind-
centered consciousness makes Mount Agung one of the sacred dots that must be ‘sterilized’ 
and protected from the things that make its sanctity contaminated.

The establishment of Pura Besakih became one of the markers if in the region should not be 
disturbed for any reason. This purification and sanctification strategy is supported also by the 
myths that show how important the position of Mount Agung is in the span of Balinese cosmic 
orientation.

All kinds of ritual activities performed by the Hindus in Bali to glorify and maintain cosmic 
balance are based on the emergence of human consciousness centered on the nature 
(cosmos). Humans are aware that the ‘anger’ of nature will bring great disaster to their life. The 
destruction of the universe will also affect the human life. This is where ecocentrism comes into 
being. All human religious expressions are oriented towards the cosmos.

The Hindus in Bali have very many rituals rooted in the ecocentrism. The rituals as tumpek 
bubuh, tumpek wariga, tumpek landep, candi narmada, bhumi suda, mapekelem, melabuh 
gentuh, ngerebeg, nangluk merana and so forth are forms of religious expressions which aims 
at maintaining the equilibrium and glorifying the nature and all in it (sarwa prani). Similarly, 
the ritual ceremonies performed around the mountain (Giri), sea (Segara), river (tukad), lake 
(danu), and forest (wana) are the manifestations of the human consciousness centered on the 
nature.

In phenomenological, the intentionality of the human-centered consciousness on the nature 
has shaped the beliefs and culture of the Balinese society. This centered awareness on the 
nature also influences the patterns of relationships and relationships between humans and 
nature in Bali. Here the awareness on the nature also means respect for the nature. The 
respect for the nature means also a readiness to protect it. At this point, there arises a ‘poetic’ 
and ‘intimate’ relationship between the man and the nature. The relation of the man and the 
nature is not the dualism of subjects and objects –one subordinates the other, but to mean a 
reciprocal relationship.

When the man is conscious of his existence in the world, he is obliged to preserve the 
‘world’. One form of efforts to ‘nurture’ the world by the Hindus in Bali is to carry out the ritual 
ceremonies destined for the nature by using means derived from the nature itself as well. In 
addition, the ‘intimacy’ of the human beings with nature in Bali forms the human beings who 
have the sensitivity to the symptoms that come from the nature –including one of which is the 
occurrence of chaos or disaster. At this point, it can be said that the human relationship with 
the nature relationships is so ‘mystical’.

But the burst of the religious ritual activities destined for the nature is inversely proportional to 
the reality of the human life in Bali so far. At this point, there is an imbalance between ideals and 
reality. The Bali’s development paradigm, which is anthropocentrically oriented and centered 
on human rationality, puts the nature at the position of object that can be formed, exploited, 
treated according to the rational designs of the anthropos. All kinds of the human activities are 
based on the instrumental technology.
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The nature and all in it are considered ‘exist’ to be economically exploited in the technological-
instrumental ways. Here, only the humans are considered to have intrinsic values, whereas the 
nature is only passive material physical entity. This looks very ambivalent with the ecocentric 
Bali culture. But it should be admitted the Hindus in Bali are in the middle of the tension. On 
the one hand, the people of Bali are still busy with rituals that aim at worshipping and glorifying 
the universe (bhuana agung), but on the other hand, the faces of the industrial products of 
modernity are increasingly unfriendly to the Balinese environment. Here is the imbalance 
(disequilibrium). As Leopold says (in Dewi, 2015: 5), the natural imbalances arise from the 
technological and hyper-industrialization.

Changes in the name of the humans often undermine the natural equilibrium, and this is 
happening in Bali that is rich in the practice of the breeding religion of the universe. If I can say, 
the modernization of the everyday life along with the development of science and technology 
based on the principle of rationality actually make people have more distances with the nature. 
The ‘intimate’ and ‘mystical’ relationships become very mechanistic. No more chemistry 
between the man and the nature.

This is also the cause of Bali lately hit by some serious disasters in the rainy season. 
Buleleng regency was attacked by large flood disaster last February. There were at least five 
villages ravaged by the flash floods and landslides. The five villages are Musi, Penyabangan, 
Sanggalangit, Banyupoh, and Pemuteran. The cause of the flood (according to the online and 
local daily newspapers) is the water catchment in the upstream area. The green areas in the 
mountains and hills are damaged so they cannot absorb water.

It certainly cannot be separated from the ‘culprit’ called human. The forest clearance, forced 
land conversion for the construction of tourist accommodations and housings, has brought 
tremendous catastrophic effects. This is one fact; if the human relation with the nature in Bali 
tends to be destructive.

  The concept of Wana Kertih, Tri Hita Karana, seems to be just ‘wonderful words’ far 
away from the meaning. The indigenous villages and people who have been acting as shields 
against the environmental destruction with their traditional norms seem helpless by the hands 
of capitalists who want to design the nature based on rational economic calculations. In fact, 
the treatment that is not ‘poetic’ to nature has an impact on disasters that harm all beings.

In addition, the divorce of the intimacy of the human relation with the nature in Bali is seen 
when the humans show ‘shocked attitude’ when the natural events occur such as floods and 
rob floods. They no longer have sensitivity and disaster protection –awareness of the Panca 
Baya. The end is the search for ‘scapegoat’. The ability to read the catastrophes is a rare item 
right now.

One example, when the rob flood occurred on the coast of Bali, the people suddenly panicked 
–and linked this to a busy reclamation plan into a public issue whereas the Balinese ancestors 
have many strategies to read the disaster. In addition to how to read sasih and calculation of 
time, the Balinese elders also read the disaster with the creation (sign) of the nature.

Formerly there are many coastal forests. The goal of foraging the coast other than as broken 
water also gives a sign when the disaster occurs. Simple logic: when the sea water rises, the 
creatures and ecosystems that live in coastal forests will go upstream and this is read as the 
marker of coastal disaster. Vice versa, when volcanic eruptions will occur, the earliest forest 
ecosystems give the humans a sign. This means that there is the ability to read the disaster 
only with the creation of the nature.
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But now the design of the coastal management in Bali has changed. The coastal forests 
transformed into star-rated hotels. There are also the coastal areas built concrete water 
breaker and jogging track. So there is no natural sign when disaster strikes. The society also 
uses only technology prediction when high waves occur. However, casualties are inevitable. In 
Balinese terms: this is one form of kasep tangkis ‘shocking’ disaster. This also indicates if the 
human cosmic awareness begins to disappear. The rationalistic-anthropocentric paradigm of 
development and the disaster mitigation necessitates it to happen.

2. Discussion
2.1 The Mystical Relation of Bhuana Agung-Bhuana Alit
In the Balinese cultural conception of the cosmos, the terms bhuana agung and bhuana alit 
are very well-known. The bhuana agung and bhuana alit are not fragmentary dual-entities, but 
correlational and continuous duality. That is, both cannot be separated just like that, let alone 
by reason. This is what shows the integralistic characteristics of the Balinese culture. It tends 
to see wholeness as the main thing. The individual or bhuana alit has no original role to play, it 
must conform to the great cosmos –the bhuana agung (Usadi, 1989).

The Hindu community in Bali believes that God creates the nature by using the five seeds 
of the energy element called panca tañmatra, consisting of, Gandhatanmatra is the seed of 
the prethiwi ‘soil’, Rasatanmatra is the elemental seed of the apah ‘water’, Rupatanmatra 
is the seed of element of teja ‘fire’, Sparsatanmatra is the seed of the element of bayu ‘air’, 
Sabdatanmatra is the seed elements akasa ‘ether’.

The five types of elements called pancatanmatra are then transformed into atoms called 
Paramanu. From Paramanu it comes the elements of the thing called panca mahabhuta (the 
five most omnipresent elements) namely, the prethiwi is the solid element, the apah is the 
liquid element, the teja is the element of light or heat, the bayu is the element of air, the akasa 
is the ether.

It can be said between the bhuana alit and the bhuana agung has created through the same 
elements of Pancamahabhuta. This interaction of the bhuana agung and the bhuana alit is 
mediated by the human body. The philosophical reflection of the French philosopher Merleau-
Ponty suggests a man of stature is a way of bringing him into the world. Before being realized 
as an object conceptualized as a physiological problematic, i.e. as a lump of flesh, my body is 
actually a dimension of my own existence. My body belongs to me and causes me worldwide 
(Hardiman 2002: 78).

If it refers to such philosophical reflection, it is not surprising that the body first receives signals 
concerning something that occurs in the great universe (the bhuana agung). Damage or 
imbalance that occurs in the bhuana agung, it will also affect the bhuana alit. The bhuana alit 
is able to sense what will happen in the bhuana agung. At this point, there is a mystical relation 
between the body and the nature. It can be said, the rituals of Hinduism in Bali by means of 
banten ‘offerings’ is one effort to revive the connection between the body and the nature.

It is to say that the banten is only a means that serves to rebuild the mystical connection of 
the body and the nature. In addition, it is the embodiment of offerings and sense of gratitude 
to the creator. The loss of the mystical relationship between the body and the nature means 
leaving the humans alienated –so that it no longer has the sensitivity in the event of the natural 
disaster. That is, the lack of involvement and the insertion of the experience of cultivation in the 
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utilization and empowerment of the environment carry a certain ecological risk.

In Tantric rituals, the experience of nubility is actually one way of ‘transcendence’ or the 
absorption of the cosmic energy. As known the tantrism is very famous with the teachings 
of Panca Ma, namely: (1) Matsya ‘eating fish’; (2) Madya ‘drinking liquor’; (3) Mamsa ‘eating 
meat’; (4) Mudra ‘certain movements’; (5) Maituna ‘sex as a medium of worship’. The goal 
is to gain strength, power, and supernatural (knowledge) from Dewi Parwati as Siwa Sakti 
(Surasmi, 2007). In the Tantric tradition, the symbolic system of worship involves elements of 
flesh, such as phallus and vagina that are refined into Lingga Yoni (Utama, 2014).

The male sexual organ symbolizes the act of planting and the female organ symbolizes the 
earth that contains the fruit. When the human body and the earth are assumed to have natural 
attributes of the nature, they must be understood as interacting and dependent. The mystery 
of nature must, therefore, be the mystery of the human body. The human body becomes 
the microcosm of the universe, and it is considered the Tantric cosmogony which aims at 
explaining the birth of the great universe in the sense of the mystery of the birth of the human 
race (Utama, 2014).

The relationship between the man and the nature is necessary for the harmonious state, 
balanced between the elements that exist in the nature and elements possessed by the 
humans. This is what must always be taken care of, and one of the ways is to conduct the 
yadnya ‘holy sacrifice’. In the context of the human relationships with the environment (nature, 
animals, and plants) in the Balinese society, for example, there are ceremonies called Tumpek 
Bubuh and Tumpek Kandang.

The philosophical basis of the Tumpek Bubuh rests on the attitude to give before enjoying, 
in the context of the conservation of the biological resources, before the humans enjoy and 
use the plants as part of the food menu it should be initiated by the process of planting and 
maintenance, e.g. a farmer before enjoying rice must first plant the rice. Likewise, the Tumpek 
Kandang tradition also offers us to always love all kinds of animals, and the philosophical 
foundation of the Tumpek Kandang holds the doctrine that the humans with the environment 
are like tigers with forests, the tigers are the forest guards, and the forest keeps the tigers. If 
not mutually maintaining there will be disaster.

This is also in line with the Javanese philosophy. It is said to preserve the beauty of the nature 
expressed in Mamayu Hayuning Bhawana. Ayuning manungso gumantung marang ayuning 
bawono. Ayuning bawono gumantung marang ayuning samudoyo (Wiryatnaya, 2006). This 
means the goodness and the beauty of the human life depend on the goodness and the 
beauty of the cosmos as the bhuana. The goodness and the beauty of the buana depend on 
the goodness and the beauty of all elements of reality. The existence, the distribution of water 
sources and the water quality is one of the nature’s faces.

2.2 Disaster Signs in Roga Sanghara Bhumi and Bhama Kertih
According to Ninian Smart (Sudiarja, 2006: 32), there are seven dimensions in every religion. 
The first dimension is the practical-ritual dimension as seen in the sacred ceremonies, the 
celebrations of the great day, worship and so on. The second dimension, experiential emotion, 
refers to the feelings and the experiences of varied adherents. The special, supernatural, and 
extraordinary events experienced by the devotees give rise to the feelings of sadness and joy, 
admiration and prostration.
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An important topic in the dimension of religious experience is called mystic-in which the devil 
feels closely united with the divine. The third is the narrative dimension that presents the 
sacred stories to contemplate, and the fourth is the doctrinal philosophical dimension of the 
religious dimension that presents rational thought, argumentation, reasoning about religious 
teachings, the basic of living, and the sequencing of religious concepts.

The fifth dimension is the legal-ethical dimension concerning the order of life in religion, the 
arrangement along with the rule of law, not infrequently accompanied by the punishment system 
in case of violation. Sixth is the social-institutional dimension governing the common life of the 
government, organization, leader ordination, and institutional matters in religion, the last is the 
material dimension of goods, tools used in worship, including the buildings of worship.

  Referring to the above Ninian Smart view of religion, in the context of disaster, the 
religion offers philosophical doctrinal dimensions as perspective. In the context of Hinduism 
in Bali, there are several literary texts which contain teachings to understand the signs of 
disaster and the efforts undertaken. There are at least two lontars or manuscripts referred to 
the discourse of disaster, namely Roga Sanghara Bhumi and Bhama Kertih.

In Roga Sanghara Bhumi it is said that the cause of the destruction of the world is the anger 
of Bhatara Druwaresi who resides above the sky and Sanghyang Anantasana who dwells in 
Sapta Petala. He is very angry with people in the world. The sign of the earth is doomed; fire 
is enlarging, all kinds of bhuta pisaca incarnate as human beings, the world becomes chaotic, 
people are not conscious, hostile to brother, people who undergo dharma get reproaches.

Unusual births of animals appear (salah timpal ‘wrong sexual partner’), dogs have sex with pigs, 
buffaloes with cows, frequent earthquakes, incompetent spells, rampant poison, earth filled 
with dirt, tarnished down to the underworld. The anger of Sanghyang Anantabhoga stepped on 
his back by a dirty man so his back is hot. Then He moves his tail so the earth shakes. This is 
a signal of a terrible disaster on earth –including earthquakes. Here mankind must perform the 
‘Bhumi Suddha’ ceremony of the purification of the world.

The Roga Sanghara Bhumi explains the signs of plague based on sasih calculations. If on 
the sasih kaenem ‘sixth month’ there are persistent quakes, it is as an invader of disease 
outbreaks. The onset of illness begins with heat, anxiety, and chills. The disease comes from 
Bhatara Luhuring Akasa. So humans should offer a caru on the southern edge of the village.

If on the sasih kepitu there come sickness, various diseases, it means Bhatara Guru spreads 
the disease. It is worth offering a caru. Furthermore, if on the sasih kaulu and katiga there will 
be continuous earthquake, as the invaders of disease and outbreaks in the villages on the 
beach, it is the outbreak spread by Bhatara Surya, Bhatara Baruna, and it is worth carrying out 
guru piduka ‘apology to the teacher’ ceremony in the sagara ‘sea’. So as with the other sasih 
‘months’, when disaster strikes in the form of an outbreak of a disease or natural disaster, 
Roga Sanghara Bumi offers a ritual solution through mecaru and performing the guru piduka 
ceremony.

The text of the Roga Sanghara Bhumi also gestured to the former king about the characteristics 
of the earth overwritten address that was not good and had an impact on the life of the king, 
as when there is a rainbow into the palace, then it is the sign of the king to be destroyed and 
short-lived. Similarly, if the animal kidang ‘small antelop’, menjangan ‘deer’, run into the village 
(desa pakraman), then it is a bad gesture. This indicates the village was katadah kala (eaten by 
the time). The court was ordered by Sanghyang Kaliyuga to enter the village. Then the village 
will experience disaster. To anticipate the catastrophe, once again, the Roga Sanghara Bhumi 
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offers the completion of the ritual by the way of mecaru.

Moreover, in the text is mentioned, if there is a big tree fallen not because of the hurricane, the 
people will experience destruction. Similarly, if there is a tailed star –often called bintang kukus 
‘shooting star’ –in the sky hinted the murdaning ‘leader’ of universe will be hit by danger. Again 
if there is a big flood river, with heavy rain so that the banyan tree collapses - until the sea floor 
is buried hints that the king will be killed in battle.

Furthermore, if the sebaceous creature is exposed to your disease, the poison will be 
accompanied by a rampant teluh, desti, and magic –until people on the south-west coast are 
exposed to severe diseases that are poisoned by Hyang Baruna. Here the humans are asked 
to make offerings in the middle of the sea. The Hindus in Bali call this ritual ceremony called 
malabuh gentuh –performed on sasih kasanga  ‘ninth month’.

In the Roga Sanghara Bhumi is emphasized the importance of the role of a leader in maintaining 
the harmony of the world and the nature by promoting the practice of religious rituals. So all 
forms of danger signs that come from nature must be solved by way of offering ceremony in the 
form of caru. The aim is to ask for salvation, harmony, world peace, and most importantly the 
balance of the nature. The leader who has traditional authority holds a strategic role here.

As mentioned in the Roga Sanghara Bhumi; if the king wants the earth’s welfare, it is worth 
offering the guru piduka, pleading for state salvation, to the god of mountains in Besakih known 
as Bhatara Putrajaya, to the sea god in Ulun danu, and Bhatara Baruna in the sea. These 
three places become the Balinese cosmic orientation that must be maintained for its sanctity; 
otherwise, it will bring disaster. The Roga Sanghara Bhumi hinted that the leader performs 
a touching labyrinth ceremony at sea and in the lake, and performs the Panca Walikrama in 
Besukih. So it is clear that this papyrus text is written to signal an ‘alarm’ to the king in seeking 
the balance and the harmony of the universe. It is not only for the great universe of the bhuana 
agung, but also the little universe of the bhuana alit.

A similar understanding is also found in the Bhama Kertih text. But the text of this lontar provides 
more guidance to establish the wewangunan from home to the holy place. In the palm is also 
described categories and characteristics of coral reefs that are not feasible on it established 
wewangunan because it will have an impact on the emergence of distress or disaster. In 
addition, in order to pursue the glory of the universe, in the Bhama Kertih also described ritual 
of pamendeman (mendem Panca Dhatu) for the world’s reinforcement/ inauguration of the 
earth.

The Bhama Kertih hints at the signs of coral panes as follows: if there is smoke coming out 
of the yard, the ground of the yard is directly penetrated by the alley, the highway, the river, 
adjacent to the intersection, with the temple, the bale banjar is in the upper reaches of the 
land, it is called coral panes that cause distress when built houses on it. And again if there are 
animals that intercourse in the house, wasps nest in the house, as well as snakes enters the 
house, then this is included in the creation of the disaster and show that the yard is hot.

Furthermore, the Bhama Kertih prohibits the use of burnt wood for use as the material of 
the wewangunan ‘building’ because it will cause distress to the person who will inhabit the 
building. In addition, in the Bhama Kertih is also mentioned that if there is a big tree struck by 
the lightning, then in that place must establish Padma Capah where Bhatara Indra Blaka may 
reside so that people do not experience misery –but also an effort of pamangguh pamali or 
pamangguh bhaya. So the Bhama Kertih uses the term coral panes as the cause of a disaster 
or distress. In line with the Roga Sanghara Bumi, the Bhama Kertih also offers a material 
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dimension of religion that is the ritual ceremony with various types of offerings aim at deferring 
pamangguh pemali or pamangguh bhaya toughness for the balance and the harmony of the 
world.

2.3 Implementation of Sad Kertih Concept
In fact, the Hindus in Bali have a lot of value and teachings to preserve the natural ecosystem. 
In addition to the concept of Tri Hita Karana, the Balinese Hindus also have a doctrine known 
as Sad Kertih. Regarding the Sad Kertih is formulated in the manuscript of Purana Bali. The 
six things that must be done are Atma Kertih, Samudra Kertih, Wana Kertih, Danu Kertih, Jagat 
Kertih and Jana Kertih.

The Atma Kertih concerns the life of Sang Hyang Atma who must be kept holy from the shackles 
of Tri Guna. The Hindus in Bali carry out the cleansing the atma of the deceased person with 
the ceremony of Pitra Yadnya through Ngaben, mamukur up to ngelinggihang Dewa Hyang. 
The process of sanctification of Atma is possible if the places of purification Atma also in a 
clean and holy.

Then the Atma Kertih also very relates to the Samudra Kertih, the preservation of the Ocean. 
The Hindus in Bali have the tradition of throwing ashes into the ocean. In addition, the Hindus 
also utilize the sea as a place for the pursuit of all mala or defilement within. This is possible 
if the sea is in a clean and holy state. Therefore, it is important to cleanse the sea and keep it 
clean.

Just imagine, if the ocean is damaged, the beach is hit by abrasion, the coast is enclosed for 
the construction of the hotel, and it will greatly affect the spiritual life of the Hindus in Bali. But 
in fact, the beaches in Bali increasingly are polluted. The beach seems to be the estuary of 
all kinds of waste both the households and the industries. The Marine biota and the biological 
sources have been damaged. This fact is inversely proportional to Balinese-oriented religion. 
The Hindus perform makelem ceremonies and anchoring in the segare begging the god Baruna 
so as not to happen the sea disaster and blesses the world in a state of harmony.

Similarly, the Wana Kertih, it is an effort to preserve the forest. Our ancestors in the past built 
many temples in the middle of the forest and are generally called Pura Alas Angker. Alas 
means forest or wana. Angker means haunted place or tenget in the Balinese language. With 
the existence of this Alas Anker temple, the community is expected to make the forest so that 
there is no destruction.

In the book of Pancawati, there are three ways to preserve the forest, namely, Mahawana, 
Tapawana, and Sriwana. The Mahawana is the forest as a biological source, as a water saver 
throughout the year. With good forests, the rainwater will be stored to keep going in the dry 
season. The banjir bandang ‘heavy flood’ disaster occurred in Buleleng Regency shows if the 
forest no longer functions as the water catchment area. The illegal logging and forest clearing 
as residential or tourism accommodation caused the disaster to occur, whereas in the past, 
in the Mahawana concept people who cut down trees in forests are subject to fines as in 
Tenganan Pegringsingan traditional village.

Furthermore, the Tapawana means forest where the saints make the hermitage or now may be 
a place of meditation or pasraman. It is expected that the followers (sisya) of the saint comes 
to the forest and together guarding the forest. The chanted prayer also gives a vibration to the 
preservation of the forest. Now it is not a saint who built the pasraman in the forest, but the 
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investor who built the villa in the forest. The Sriwana is the forest as the source of community 
prosperity. The forests if preserved sustainably and the ecosystem in it will indeed be able to 
meet the needs of the human life. Not just the opposite of treating the forest as an object that is 
exploited in destructive ways. The destructive treatment of Bali’s forests will have a destructive 
impact on the human life.

The next is Danu Kertih. This is an effort to preserve the freshwater resources in the lake. The 
lake is often used as a place of ritual mekelem (drowning the victim’s animal). In every lake, 
there is a temple called Ulun Danu. But the effort of the preservation of the lake in Bali is also 
not really implemeted yet. The proof of the lakes in Bali continues to experience sedimentation. 
This is what causes the lake water to overflow as happened in Tamblingan and Kintamani 
Bangli. This shows if the concept of Danu Kertih has not been implemented properly. Finally, 
there is a catastrophic rising of lake water that harms the humans as well.

The fifth is Jagat Kertih. What is meant by Jagat Kertih is an effort to preserve the harmony 
of social relations in society. Our ancestors translated this Jagat Kertih by building the Desa 
Pekraman. It is building a dynamic social harmony in Hindu society in Bali through Pakraman 
Village which is characterized by Tri Kahyangan. The last one is Jana Kertih. The efforts to 
build people who have sensitivity and awareness in taking care of the environment. If only the 
Sad Kertih is implemented in the early prevention of disaster, then the risk of disasters can be 
reduced.

3. Closing
In Balinese culture, between the bhuana agung and the bhuana alit have an integralistic 
relationship. Whatever happens in the bhuana agung has a direct relationship with the bhuana 
alit, and vice versa. All kinds of ritual activities undertaken by the Hindus in Bali to glorify and 
maintain cosmic balance are based on the emergence of the human awareness centered on 
the nature (cosmos). This is where the ecocentrism comes into being. All the human religious 
expressions are oriented towards the cosmos –purifying mountains, lakes, forests, and seas. 
In phenomenological, the intentionality of human-centered consciousness of the nature has 
shaped the beliefs and cultures of the Balinese society. This centered awareness towards the 
nature also influences the patterns of relationships and relationships between the humans 
and the nature in Bali. The disaster awareness also emerges from this pattern. The Balinese 
people use natural signs to explain the occurrence of the disaster. At least, this is implied in 
some texts, especially the Roga Sangara Bumi, the Bhama Kertih and the Lebur Gangsa.
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